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ABSTRACT
The Internet is providing increasing access to information about employment opportunities, but not everyone can leverage it effectively. Research suggests that job seekers with limited access to Internet technologies are being left behind, while those with limited social resources are expected to rely on the Internet even more. In this work, we conducted in-depth semi-structured interviews with 11 low-resourced job seekers in a metropolitan area in the Midwestern United States to understand how social and digital resources support their efforts to find work. We find that online resources support job seekers in finding relevant jobs via search, but do not help them identify opportunities to improve their job search process or increase their chances of securing employment. We recommend that systems aiming to support low-resourced job seekers design for deeper engagement with their users across the job search process, to help users recognize ways to improve on their existing practices.
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INTRODUCTION
The majority of Americans who are looking for jobs use online resources [24]. As the Internet becomes more prominent in how individuals look for work, it has become an increasingly common way for employers to look for workers, reducing opportunities to encounter recruiters or succeed offline [15]. While this shift reduces the cost of searching for work, it also raises barriers for those with low digital literacy, limited access to Internet-enabled devices, and low educational attainment [5, 24, 29]. To achieve similar outcomes to job seekers with high digital literacy, those with lower efficacy with Internet search must turn to other forms of support [28].
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A lack of social connections has historically been another major barrier to getting a job [13, 25]. Recent work in a community facing economic decline found that individuals felt that they lacked connections to others with high expertise or important resources, and lacked opportunities to establish those connections [4]. Individuals in the study also reported significant distrust within their communities, and they perceived institutional resources as apathetic towards their circumstances [4]. Past research shows that weak bridging ties—distant personal contacts that connect distinct social groups—are vital for community well-being [23], and particularly important when searching for novel information and job opportunities [12, 25].

More recent work on the job seeking behaviors of US college students suggests that students from minority ethnic groups, who may have fewer institutional ties to career opportunities, take advantage of Internet resources in order to achieve their goals [22]. Like those with technical barriers who turn to their social networks for success, those with limited social resources and high digital literacy can turn to the Internet; however, when technical and social issues intersect, the path to success is far less clear. Intuitively, this is the purpose of employment agencies and other public institutions, but previous work argues that many low-resourced job seekers struggle to derive benefits from these sources [25].

In this study, we seek to understand how the job search process has changed for low-resourced individuals due to online employment tools and other digital platforms. We examine the role of external sources of information and support in the job search process of low-resourced job seekers, extending prior work on job seeking and shedding light on the expanding role of technology in the experiences of disadvantaged job seekers. We conducted semi-structured interviews with 11 low-resourced job seekers in a metropolitan area in the Midwestern United States (US), about their recent job searches, their sources of information and support, and the challenges they perceive in the job search process. Specifically, we address the following questions:

- What are the most important sources of information for low-resourced job seekers?
- How do online resources improve, impair, and change the job search process for low-resourced job seekers?

Our findings confirm past research that offline connections, access to computers, and digital literacy skills play a major role in their job search process. Our findings also suggest that the transition of job applications from offline to online increases...
the importance of offline job referrals and connections to insiders. At the same time, online social media provides new avenues for job seekers to leverage their social connections and access insider information about companies. Ultimately, we find that our participants valued online resources for obtaining factual information (such as available jobs, pay rates, and benefits), but they considered any information from social connections more trustworthy. They preferred social connections as sources of advice, opinions, or information throughout the job search process.

In this study, we investigate the role of ICTs in the job search process of job seekers with limited resources, from an area suffering from widespread poverty. We contribute a qualitative study of the job-related information practices of low-resourced job seekers, and their perspectives on job-seeking in the Internet age. We extend prior literature by exploring the role of Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) in the job search process. We contribute a decomposition of the job search process into four stages: learning about available jobs, accessing important job details, applying to jobs, and securing a job offer. We use these stages of job search to clarify how ICTs affect the job search process of low-resourced job seekers, and to suggest design recommendations for online employment platforms to engage with job seekers throughout their job search and career development process.

RELATED WORK
Our study builds on research from sociology as well as more recent research in HCI. This section outlines the historical research on problems of employment among low-socioeconomic status (SES) populations in the US, and then describes the line of inquiry within HCI that our study extends.

Looking for Work
Prior work has consistently demonstrated the importance of personal social connections for job-seeking, and information-seeking in general. Granovetter’s work asserted the importance of acquaintances for many dimensions of life, and particularly in the job search [12, 13]. However, his work emphasized that these connections were more beneficial for those with high SES, and that the lack of these connections were a major issue for lower SES populations [14]. Chatman’s ethnographic studies of various marginalized populations further investigated this issue, defining a condition of “information poverty,” where perceived norms and social isolation cause affected individuals to believe they have no ways to acquire important information [2, 3]. More recently, Smith’s work argues that a combination of sparse social networks and lack of trust are the primary cause of persistent unemployment among low-income African-Americans [25]. Overall, the past research indicates that populations who begin with limited social and economic resources face an uphill battle in finding sustainable employment, one that they largely face alone.

These findings paint a setting in which the Internet could have enormous impact; in the general context of job seekers, it certainly has. According to a 2015 Pew Report, 79% of recent job seekers relied on online resources or information in their most recent job search, and 34% said that the Internet was the most important resource in their search [24], including looking for or researching jobs, letting friends know about jobs, and finding jobs to apply for. However, Pew also reported that the popularity of online resources was inversely related with the education level of respondents, and those with less than a college education were significantly less confident in performing many job-related tasks online [24]. We contribute to this literature by investigating, in detail, the role of technology in the job seeking practices of underserved individuals.

HCI and Low-Resourced Workers
Recently, there has been an uptick in HCI research that focuses on improving the economic conditions of low-resourced workers in the US. Dombrowski et al. identify key sociotechnical practices that low-wage workers engage in to combat wage theft, and contribute design recommendations to support their efforts [9]. Dillahunty et al.’s work has investigated the potential of ICTs to promote socially beneficial behaviors [4, 5, 6, 7]. In line with past work [3], she finds major issues of distrust, both between community members and towards external resources [4]. Work by Woelfer and Hendry finds that homeless young people experience similar distrust and pessimism in the job search process, and struggle to present themselves well in online contexts [30, 31]. More recent work on the subject by Hendry et al. investigates possible community interventions to address joblessness among homeless youth [18]. Further studies explored the role that sharing economy applications (e.g., Lyft, TaskRabbit, NeighborGoods) could play in building social capital in these communities [6, 7] and the unique barriers of designing for low-resourced populations [5]. Despite these threads of research, the role of ICTs in the job search process remains undereveloped for many low-resourced populations.

In this work, we expand the HCI community’s understanding of the perspectives and challenges of low-resourced job seekers in the job search and the role that Internet technologies play in that process.

METHOD
Participants
We recruited participants in the area surrounding Detroit, Michigan, which has an estimated 25% poverty rate and a median household of $42,043 [1]. We reached out to participants through flyers and advertisements distributed to community partners; local businesses such as barbershops, hair salons, and restaurants; bus stations; and on Craigslist. We took this approach to reach job seekers with limited digital access, small social networks, and those who relied heavily on public institutions. We define our participants as low-resourced job seekers based on the following criteria: (1) they self-report searching for a job in the last six months, (2) they live in an area with a high rate of poverty, (3) they lack a four-year college degree, which previous research shows to be strongly correlated with computing efficacy [24, 29] and social capital [17, 20], and (4) they describe themselves as Black/African-American, a historically underserved and marginalized population [25].

Table 1 provides basic demographic information about our participants. The average age of our participants was 48 years old (Median=47, SD=12) and in terms of education attainment, two (N=2) participants had an Associate’s degree; the
Participant Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Race/Ethnicity</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>2016 Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aaron</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black/AA</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>less than $15k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marika</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black/AA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$15k to $25k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black/AA</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzer</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black/AA</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$15k to $25k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black/AA</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>less than $15k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlie</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black/AA</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>$25k to $35k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black/AA</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$25k to $35k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Black/AA</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>less than $15k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black/AA</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>less than $15k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black/AA</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>less than $15k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winona</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black/AA</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>less than $15k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Participant Demographics.
*: participant declined to share this information.

remaining nine (N=9) had a high school diploma or GED. The median reported income from 2016 was less than $15k (min=<$15k; max= $25k to $35k). Five (N=5) participants were male, and six (N=6) were female.

Data Collection

We conducted 11 one-on-one semi-structured interviews to understand the experiences of low-resourced job seekers in an urban metropolitan area. On average, the interviews lasted 47 minutes (min=32; max=57), and each subject was compensated with $15 in cash. The interview protocol focused on the employment history of the participant, the challenges they faced in finding and maintaining employment, their experiences with online and offline employment resources, and how they sought information and assistance in the job search process. The interview concluded with a short questionnaire about demographics and technology use.

The research activities were conducted over three months. Detailed notes were taken during the sessions, and a memorandum was drafted by the first author within six hours of each interview. All interviews were recorded and transcribed except for one. The recording for one interview was corrupted, so we relied on the corresponding notes and memo for the analysis of that interview.

Data Analysis

We conducted four rounds of coding using grounded theory analysis [21] to identify themes around how people structured their job search and what resources they used. The first author reviewed the transcripts and memorandums and held discussions with the second author iteratively. Our initial themes were “getting more information about a job,” “relying on well-connected individuals,” “social media and jobs,” “maintaining important relationships” and “using the Internet to search for jobs.” We used these themes to organize the data and refine the interview protocol. We used a grounded theory approach [21] to our analysis, which revealed the importance of structured goals or tasks in the information-seeking process of our participants. Later iterations of coding focused on translating these goals and tasks into a temporal framework of the stages of job search, grounded in the data.

FINDINGS

In this section, we present a four-stage framework of the job search process to convey the important themes of online and offline practices of our participants in the job search. In learning about available jobs, our participants gathered potential job openings or advertised their services as a worker. In accessing important job details, they researched those potential openings to decide whether the job was right for them. In applying to jobs, they developed and submitted their applications and got advice on how to best present themselves in their resume and interviews. In securing a job offer, participants used their social connections to find referrals or insiders that provided support that improved their chances of getting a job. Within each stage, we highlight the ways that digital and social resources improve, impair, and alter the job search process of low-resourced job seekers.

Our study showed that the growing pervasiveness of the Internet empowers job seekers who possess high digital literacy, and provides access to valuable information for job seekers with limited social resources. However, the Internet does not eliminate the need for social resources, as many job seekers still rely on personal contacts to influence their hiring outcome, and our participants felt that information on the Internet is not as specific or trustworthy as what is found through offline contacts. Job seekers who turned to institutional resources (e.g., libraries, workforce development agencies, or community organizations) used them to access computer labs, resume workshops, or job fairs.

Learning about Available Jobs

The most basic element of a job search is finding out about appropriate and available jobs. The majority of our participants found out about positions through personal contacts or “word of mouth” (N=10), which aligns with previous work [25]. Internet-based job tools enable job seekers to find out about many jobs, but social contacts connect job seekers with highly relevant and high-quality job opportunities. Of the eight (N=8) participants who used Facebook, seven (N=7) reported having used it to find job-related information, suggesting that the popularity of social media for job search that Pew identified in 2015 is continuing to grow [24]. Five (N=5) participants described using Facebook or Instagram to find out about jobs, extending “word-of-mouth” to the digital age. Less than half (N=5) of our job seekers mentioned they had gone to employment agencies or community centers.

Finding Out About Jobs Online

Participants had positive feelings about using the Internet to find out about jobs. The majority of our participants (N=8) discussed Indeed (www.indeed.com), a website that enables users to search a large database of jobs and apply directly though the site. Participants also mentioned Craigslist (N=2) and Google (N=7) as websites they would use to look for jobs. All but one of the participants (N=10) said that they used Google to answer job-related questions, and seven (N=7) reported that they had used Facebook for the same purpose. One participant described using Facebook and Instagram to passively find out about jobs, joining relevant Facebook groups or receiving job ‘memes’ that advertised hiring campaigns.
Four job seekers (N=4) even went beyond the standard procedure for learning about jobs, using various web services to advertise their skills as an employee or a contractor and waiting for interested parties to contact them. Marika used Indeed to upload her resume, and frequently received calls from employers who found her through the site. Two participants owned small businesses, and used social media to promote them and find clients. Annie was a florist, and posted her work on Facebook and Instagram. Luke owned a landscaping business, and found clients through posting on Facebook, as well as through word of mouth.

**Learning about Jobs through Personal Contacts**

As established in earlier work [13, 25], word of mouth is very important for learning about jobs. Ten participants explicitly stated that they learn about jobs through ‘word-of-mouth.’ It was especially important for job seekers with low digital literacy: Aaron and Tanzer both had limited access to the Internet, so they relied on word of mouth and impromptu job offers to make ends meet. Tanzer was only able to access the Internet through a close friend, who would perform searches for Tanzer and later report back to him with the results. Two others were so confident in their social networks that they did not feel the need to turn to web search.

Everybody trying to keep me busy because like I said I’ve been homeless, I’m still kind of like homeless even though I stay with my cousin, but I’m still homeless because I’m staying with somebody. – Luke

Many participants (N=6) had a close relative, friend, or mentor who knew the details of their job interests, skills, and experience, and would forward relevant opportunities to the job seeker. At the time of his interview, Charlie was excitedly pursuing a program in law-enforcement that he had learned about through his pastor’s son.

This was talked about at least six years ago. He brung [the job listing] back to me just this past Memorial Day, when I was over there for the holiday. He told me to come to his job, to his school and get the information they going to meet, and the guy told me to give him a call. – Charlie

Rather than relying on a large network of weak ties to learn about jobs, it seems that many of our participants (N=7) relied on a close relationship with an individual with very high social capital, who acted as an information broker. The information broker was generally someone older and more professionally successful than the corresponding participant, and the relationship between job seeker and broker was maintained through regular contact on a weekly or even daily basis.

**Accessing Important Job Details**

Although the Internet provides access to many job listings, many of our participants (N=6) had unanswered questions regarding jobs they were interested in. These questions were related to wages, benefits, job details, and workplace culture. Answers to these questions were important for helping our job seekers decide where to invest their limited time and resources. Four participants said that there was no reliable way to get this vital information before they went to the official interview, or even until orientation.

“How much is this job paying?” [...] That was one of those questions that people ask you not to ask, because people want you to come to these jobs and work for free, in my eyes. They’ll tell you, “we’ll discuss that with you once you get the job.” – Charlie

Similarly, even after receiving an offer, Annie did not ask about the pay rate, benefits, or schedule, out of fear that the employers would change their minds about hiring her if she asked. Since they could not go directly to the employers for this information, job seekers turned to other sources.

While some information was available online, some participants reported that it was inaccurate or untrustworthy. Eight participants (N=8) explicitly stated that they preferred using social connections over Internet search for getting details about a job. In general, our participants trusted personal, social information more than information hosted by large online sites. One participant (N=1) even described using Facebook to research a potential workplace by reading existing employees’ statuses. Institutions supported this stage of search indirectly by providing public computer labs, but no participants described a situation in which an institution directly helped a job seeker get more details about a potential job.

**Researching Job Details Online**

Participants conducted their own research of potential employers online, using sites like Google, Wikipedia, and Glassdoor, but they did not trust the information to be as accurate as what personal contacts would say. Talia was particularly concerned with scouting the workplace culture at a new job, going so far as to find existing employees on Facebook to see if they said anything about their job on their personal social media.

If I find a job that I want or I think I want, I’m going to Google. I’m gonna ask Siri if I have to. I’m going to social media. I’m gonna find someone that works for this company, and I’m taking it as far as looking this individual up, current or previous employee. I’m gonna look them up on social media and see what kind of stuff they post. Some people be like, “my job sucks, terrible day at work, hate my boss.” I’m like... Maybe that’s not good. – Talia

Talia wanted to know as much as possible about any potential employer, and leveraged all of her available resources to learn as much as she could. Still, she felt that information she received from social connections were more trustworthy. Marika also trusted information she got from individuals more than what she found through online reviews.
Talia specifically distrusted online reviews, as she suspected
Talia

An answer that I get on Facebook is probably more honest
Talia

Getting Job Details through Personal Contacts
Talia

I’d like to know about the work place culture; and some
Talia

I like to speak to a person. We in a new era now. Don’t
talagi

Some participants asked their co-workers or family members
Talia

She said they’re very good with [medical emergencies]
Talia

Marika also had a close connection who provided her with
Talia

[My friend] always knew I was looking for a job or she
Talia

...Not being prejudice, but I
talagi

Applying to Jobs
Talia

I believe having a desktop or a laptop also will help
Talia

I think you get it more accurate from a person that proba-
bly worked there before. [...] Just personal experience, I
Talia

I was talking with them and they kind of gave
Talia

Not only did close contacts route high quality job leads to our
Talia

Applying to Jobs Online
Talia

Beyond the efforts to acquire as much information as possible
Talia

Applying to Jobs
Talia

Since everybody can apply to a vast number of jobs online,
Talia

she was like “they’re hiring over here. You know they start
Talia

winona

winona

Talia and Marika both found discrepancies between what they
Talia

Some things they will not post. – Talia
Talia

The concern that the Internet made it harder to stand out as an
Talia
don’t do the assessment it’s like you never filled out the application. – Helen

Access to a desktop or laptop computer was considered to be essential for online applications, as some content did not work properly on smartphones.

**Social Advice on Applying to Jobs**

As we observed for earlier stages of the job search, those with large social networks still utilize their offline connections to learn when and how to apply to jobs.

I got co-workers that actually work at other places. So like, “Is your [company] hiring right now? Okay well I’m gonna try to apply.” And they let me know what the website is or do I need to go in and fill out an application stuff like that. [...] A lot of stuff came through word of mouth. – Marika

In addition to gaining insider knowledge of specific employers, job seekers sought advice from mentors regarding résumé-building and interview tips. For example, Winona was concerned about explaining gaps in her résumé and her son’s medical needs during an interview, so she turned to her brother for advice, and he coached her on how to present it.

[My brother] been working since he was 18. [...] he hires, he interviews people, so at his job, so I know that he could give some good input about what I should say, what I shouldn’t say, and, you know, how to make my résumé look more attractive to the employer. – Winona

When applying to jobs, job seekers who had concerns about the quality of their résumé or their interviewing skills would turn to these mentors for advice, not just because of their expertise, but also because of their close personal relationship with the job seeker.

**Securing a Job Offer**

The final stage of gaining employment is actually getting a job offer from an employer. Many of our participants who struggled to find work did not know why their applications went unanswered, particularly those who did not even get called for an interview. Participants who were employed emphasized the importance of their social connections to find referrals or insiders that provided support that improved their chances of getting a job. As was the case with applying to jobs, the Internet was of little use to our participants in bridging the gap between applying for jobs and actually obtaining them. Participants were concerned that online applications made it harder to stand out without these social advantages of referrals and insider information, though some conceived of using their social media accounts to find contacts at companies where they might want to work. The role of institutions was mixed. For some, community organizations offered valuable training programs or helped job seekers connect with appropriate employers; however, accessing these resources could be a long and frustrating process.

**Struggling to Stand Out Online**

Only one of our participants said that she found desirable jobs by using online employment tools. Participants who consistently struggled to find work through Internet resources did not know what they were doing wrong, as these systems provide little feedback or opportunity to stand out, less so than the traditional, offline process of applying.

I think coming in person, filling out an application, is 10 times better. I know we shouldn’t, what’s to call it, judge on an appearance, but I think that means a lot to me. [...] Appearance, you know. It shows you what you’re getting yourself into, when you go and present yourself. You go and ask for an application, you fill the application out, the whole way. Then you say, “Here you go.” You come nice[ly] dressed. That to me, all plays a role. – Charlie

Since online applications prevent individuals from standing out, Helen argued that they actually make it more important to have a referral or insider to influence the hiring process. Helen further proposed personal social media as a valuable tool to finding these insiders.

I plan to go on Facebook and search jobs that way. Because a lot of times you have friends, family members, extended friends that you haven’t seen or talked to in a long time that may work for that particular company and you can inbox them on Facebook like, “Hey, is your company hiring? Can you put in a good word?” – Helen

Helen proposed using her Facebook in a way that resembles professional social media sites, such as LinkedIn. Only one of our participants used LinkedIn, but she trusted Facebook more, viewing it as a personal and thus more honest platform.

LinkedIn is for professionals, and Facebook is social media. I know LinkedIn is a form of social media, but I think [employees would] be more honest on Facebook versus LinkedIn. – Talia

**Finding Insiders in Your Social Network**

For many job seekers, a close relative or friend was crucial to finding available work, connecting with an insider referral, or navigating corporate bureaucracy.

I was just having trouble because it took so long for people to respond so I was always wondering why is it taking so long? Why are they not responding within the two week period or whatever when I applied for it. [...] I had actually just seen this person, they were smoking or whatever. [...] So I was like “What takes them so long to call people back? Because I applied here before and they never contacted me yet.” [...] They said “well we hire within. We hire people who are referred by other employees.” – Marika

If I can’t find someone that I know, I’ll try my mom. My mom’s a barber, and she knows tons and tons of people. She knows someone everywhere we go. – Talia

Previous work has identified barbershops as information hubs within black communities, providing opportunities for distinct social groups to mingle and share information [11]. Having a
who sought help from employment agencies complained about when he needed it. On the other hand, two of the participants face, and present design recommendations for online platforms to gain insight into potential job opportunities.

Institutional Support for Employability
Community organizations helped job seekers actually get a job through skill-building, offering resume-building workshops, mock interviews, and other training programs. In one case, the VA hospital consistently helped a job seeker find work when he needed it. On the other hand, two of the participants who sought help from employment agencies complained about how long the process took, and how obscure it was. Winona applied for funding from an employment agency for a nursing assistant certification. She eventually gave up, frustrated by the number of hoops she had to jump through and the lack of transparency throughout the process.

They took you through so much stuff in order for you to get [the training]. [...] they just like you have to go through this, this, even if you read all the information they say, they say you have to have a updated resume. [...] you gotta bring your ID, social security card, your birth certificate, your proof of your income, um, how many people in the household, etc. [...] I did all that. Then you still have to wait. [...] They’ll put you on a waiting list. And then they’ll see if it’s feasible to give you the money. It just too much, too much red tape. – Winona

DISCUSSION
Our interviews uncovered the important resources used by underserved job seekers, and how these resources are leveraged in four distinct stages of the job search process. While online resources are widely used to help job seekers find relevant job opportunities, they do not address issues that low-resourced job seekers encounter in accessing important job details, applying to jobs, and securing job offers. In this section, we discuss the benefits of both employment search platforms and social media for enhancing the job search, but we emphasize that these benefits are not evenly distributed. We note that those job seekers who were successful online were those who already had the skills and resources to succeed in the job search.

Employment search platforms provide access to many relevant job listings, and enable a new form of job seeking in uploading a resume for employers to browse. As established in prior work, social connections are still a vital resource for job seekers [12, 13, 25]; however, social activities related to the job search, including learning about jobs through “word-of-mouth” and searching for referrals, are moving to social media platforms, in alignment with Pew Research Center’s 2015 findings [24]. Rich social media feeds also extend the limits of networked information diffusion, exemplified by a participant who used strangers’ social media posts about their workplaces to gain insight into potential job opportunities.

Despite these exciting developments, the benefits of online resources are concentrated among those job seekers who are already successful. Marika, the only participant who reported finding work through employment search platforms, was already employed and had a large social network that supported her. The participants who used social media for job-related activities had strong social networks offline as well, and recognized the importance of referrals for success in the job search, as established by prior work [13, 25]. For those job seekers who lack sources of advice or feedback to help guide their job search process, online systems do little to help. We argue that this aligns with Toyama’s Amplification Theory, which states that technology amplifies the capacity of users, but does not substitute for their deficiencies [27]. Job seekers who struggled to leverage their social networks could not easily find accurate or trustworthy information about the jobs they were interested in pursuing, which aligns with recent work in HCI in other low-resourced contexts [4, 18, 30]. They also struggled to access information about hidden requirements of job applications, such as the need for a referral or the contact information for the person in charge of hiring.

Systems that aim to support all job seekers must expand the services they provide. They must go beyond enhancing job seekers’ existing activities and provide a platform that enables users to reflect on their own strengths and weaknesses, and learn how to leverage their resources to succeed in the job search process. In the next section, we apply our framework of the stages of job search to highlight major issues our participants face, and present design recommendations for online employment systems to address them.
DESIGNING TO SUPPORT THE JOB SEARCH PROCESS

The existing set of online systems for employment does not support job seekers who struggle with finding trustworthy information, reflecting on the need to change, and recognizing the importance of social resources in their job search. Our results suggest that while online and social resources do a great job of supporting the first stage of the job search process (learning about relevant jobs), the remaining three stages are not well supported by online resources: Accessing Important Job Details, Applying to Jobs, and Securing a Job Offer. We provide a set of recommendations to design for low-resourced job seekers across these three stages.

Accessing Important Job Details: Connect with Trustworthy Sources of Information

When attempting to access important job details, job seekers identified distrust of job information as a key barrier, which is consistent with past research [4, 30]. Aaron, Charlie, and Annie all said that they were uncomfortable asking employers about job details. Annie was afraid of being reprimanded for seeking information, while Charlie felt that employers would look down on him for asking about money. These participants perceived a major power imbalance between themselves and their potential employers. Dombrowski et al. found similar issues of information suppression by employers of low-wage workers across the US [9]. While the Internet provides access to some information about employers and job details, our participants treated the content with distrust; they suspected the information of being censored in favor of companies, being biased due to employees fears of posting negatively about an employer, or being intentionally deceptive as part of an employer’s hiring strategy.

Drawing on Dombrowski et al.’s [10] framework for designing for social justice, we recommend designing for enablement, which they define as “facilitating and developing opportunities for people to fulfill their own potential and develop their own capacity.” Our participants found anonymous and private content more trustworthy, and they believed it would encourage people to speak more honestly without fear of repercussions. Thus, we recommend allowing users to send anonymous, private questions to past employees at a targeted workplace. Our participants also expressed concerns about applying online to a job that was no longer available or that had already received thousands of applications. We recommend employment platforms highlight this information in job listings wherever possible, to help users decide if an application is worth their time and to improve the trustworthiness of the information.

Applying to Jobs: Foster Engagement and Reflection

While some participants appreciated the simplicity of applying to jobs on employment search platforms, many were frustrated by the lack of feedback they received. Some job seekers spent months applying to jobs without any response, never considering that they may need to change their practices in order to succeed. Two of our interviewees admitted that they had not considered that there may be issues with their résumé or other parts of their application that could be holding them back. Many low-resourced job seekers use these platforms on a daily basis, but the depth of engagement is limited. To address this gap, we adapt three strategies for fostering engagement from the design literature: expanding support for goal setting, prompting periodic reflection on goals, and providing improved social features [16].

First, we recommend employment platforms engage users about their long-term career goals, and help them plan accordingly by suggesting career paths, identifying gaps in their skills, and highlighting valuable training and credentials. A similar suggestion was made to support economically distressed job seekers [19] and learners taking Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [8]. Second, we recommend systems engage with users about submitted applications and interviews, asking preset questions about how they presented themselves or what they thought went well or poorly in an interview, to prompt users to reflect more deeply on their application process. Third, we recommend that designers of employment platforms consider ways for users to view application materials and performance metrics of themselves and peers. For example, a system may provide a user with anonymized résumés from other users who applied to similar jobs in the past and received callbacks or offers, and highlight differences between the two applications, extending past work on how to provide resume feedback to disadvantaged job seekers [5]. Alternatively, prominently displaying basic metrics of applications submitted, interviews, and job offers could help struggling job seekers recognize when their experiences are different from a larger population of users. These features provide a combination of system-driven feedback on application materials and opportunities for users to identify areas in which they could improve, either on their own or with feedback from personal connections.

Securing a Job: Support Social Connections

Our findings reinforce past research that indicates that social connections and referrals are vital for securing a job [12, 13, 25]. Many of our participants were fortunate enough to have personal connections who could provide guidance and feedback in the job search process, or who could act as an insider or referral to bolster the job seeker’s chances of securing a job. However, some job seekers may not be aware of the importance of these social resources in the job search, or may not know who to contact for advice [4].

Extending our recommendation that platforms engage with their users more deeply, we suggest educating users about the value of social resources for their job search, to reduce the information inequality between job seekers. More elaborate designs could enable users to link their social media accounts to leverage their existing networks in their job search. Combined with the goal-related suggestions above, systems could highlight social network contacts who have the skills or careers that make users’ aspirations, helping them to identify potential mentors. Social network data could also be used to identify contacts who work at companies that have relevant job openings, and search results could be filtered or ranked based on the prevalence of these connections. These features would emulate traditional social networking and mentorship, and help job seekers identify opportunities to leverage their social connections to improve their chances of gaining employment.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This is an exploratory study that investigates the resources that low-resourced job seekers employ in their job search process. We identify two key limitations of our work. First, we conducted this research in a single metropolitan area in the Midwestern US. Experiences of low-resourced job seekers in other parts of the US and the world may vary significantly. Future work should examine differences in perceptions across regions; such an analysis could infer causal relationships between local policy factors and the outcomes for job seekers.

Second, our results represent the job seeker perspective, yet there are questions raised that can only be addressed from the perspectives of employers’ and platforms’ perspectives. Accordingly, our design recommendations reflect the job seekers’ interests, and do not thoroughly account for the interests of platforms and of employers (who are the primary source of revenue for most job search platforms [26]). Many of our recommendations aim to expose information that, from our participants’ perspectives, employers would rather keep private, as it could lead to fewer applicants or even negative publicity. We also recommend a significant philosophical shift in these sites, from a tool-based search platform to something more akin to modern wellness and fitness applications. Such a shift may drive away users who are simply looking for a search engine, and do not need or want this additional support. Future work should explore the perspectives of employers and platform designers in order to identify discrepancies between various perspectives, and to refine these recommendations to suit the needs of all stakeholders.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we examine the roles of important information resources in the job search process of low-resourced job seekers through semi-structured interviews. We find that, while personal social connections remain vital for the majority of job seekers, online employment search platforms and personal social media sites enhance job seekers’ existing practices and afford innovative forms of job seeking. However, these online resources do not help job seekers identify problems in their job search or overcome structural barriers. To empower job seeking experiences these issues, we call for employment platforms to engage with their users by conceiving of the job search as an extended, goal-oriented process. To achieve this, we propose designs recommendations that support access to trustworthy information about jobs and employers, prompt reflection about activities throughout the job search, and identify valuable opportunities to leverage social relationships in both the job search and in long-term career development.
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